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WITH 26 ACReS OF TROPICAL grounds       
and two sweeping curves of beach, the 
Four Seasons Resort Punta Mita has more 
than enough space to find a quiet place to 
relax – which, given its secluded setting in 
the Riviera nayarit (45 minute drive from 
the Puerto Vallarta airport), is what most 
people come here to do. 

you can lounge in a double          
curtained daybed on the beach, with a 
cooler of iced water at your fingertips. 
Or catch up on emails in a private cabana, 
complete with TV, by two giant adult 
pools (no excuse not to do laps!), where 
an attendant cleans your sunglasses, 
spritzes you with evian water and offers 
hourly treats like seared tuna on a spoon 
and chilled fruit kebabs. Or perhaps read 
on the terrace of your recently-refurbished, 
soothingly-decorated room, one of only 
173 rooms and suites housed in simply-
designed, tile-roofed, one- to three-storey 
casitas scattered about the property.

But activities, many of which are 
free, are what this Four Seasons excels at. 
So be sure to also sign up for the one-
hour, morning nature walk, where you 
hear the squawk of chachalaca  birds, as 
your guide explains the medicinal and 
other uses of native fruits and plants you 
see. Or try Spanish lessons or learn about 
the Huichol Indian people at the in-house 
Cultural Center. kids love drifting on inner 
tubes around the Lazy River pool, as a 
gentle current pushes them along.

And don’t forget the Jack nicklaus 
golf course with its eight ocean-front holes. 
Or the spa – how about the signature 
Punta Mita massage using tequila, sage 
oil and warm towels? At night, the candle-
lit Bahia beach grill beckons with its fresh 
seafood (sit at a table in the sand).

Word of caution: returning to         
reality is depressingly difficult after 
checking out.
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